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Abstract. Language and multimedia technology research often relies on
large manually constructed datasets for training or evaluation of algo-
rithms and systems. Constructing these datasets is often expensive with
significant challenges in terms of recruitment of personnel to carry out
the work. Crowdsourcing methods using scalable pools of workers avail-
able on-demand offers a flexible means of rapid low-cost construction of
many of these datasets to support existing research requirements and
potentially promote new research initiatives that would otherwise not be
possible.
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1 Introduction
Research in multimedia and language technologies often relies heavily on the use
of datasets for training and evaluation of the various methods and algorithms
proposed to achieve the objectives of the technology currently under considera-
tion. For example, data for the training of machine translation or visual concept
recognition algorithms or the evaluation of search effectiveness in information
retrieval. The requirement for extensive manual involvement means that the de-
velopment of these datasets is generally very expensive, and that the cost and
logistics of the construction of such resources can represent a considerable ob-
stacle to the exploration of new research directions which are not supported by
existing training or test data resources.
Manual contributions to the construction of these datasets include for ex-
ample the transcription of audio files as a first stage to them being used in the
training of a speech recognition system, the labeling of visual concepts in images
or frames of video for training of visual classifiers, and the writing of test queries
for the evaluation of information retrieval algorithms for a specific document col-
lection and judgement of relevance of the documents to each query. It is notable
that these activities can generally be broken into small tasks which are often
quite repetitive, and also that many of these tasks do not require any specific
skills or rely only on an individual’s existing skills. For example natural manual
2translation of text by a bilingual speaker to build a training set for a machine
translation system.
The nature of these tasks makes them highly suitable for online crowdsourc-
ing methods where individual online workers are allocated and carry out small
assignments in return for micro payments. Crowdsourcing is currently being used
and explored in a number of areas of language and multimedia technology re-
search. This work makes use of crowdsourcing for simple activities, e.g. speech
transcription [20], but is also being explored for more challenging tasks, involv-
ing some level of personal creativity, e.g. writing search queries suitable for a
particular document collection [6].
This paper provides an introduction to the general topic of crowdsourcing,
highlights practical details of designing and using crowdsourcing activities, a
short overview of some key existing work in crowdsourcing for language and
multimedia research, and illustrates this with an example of the use of crowd-
sourcing in the MediaEval 2011 Rich Speech Retrieval task [15].
2 What is Crowdsourcing?
Crowdsourcing is form of human computation, where human computation is a
method of having people do things that we might otherwise consider assigning
to a computing device to calculate automatically, e.g. a language translation
task. A crowdsourcing system facilitates a crowdsourcing process to complete a
specified task. To carry out a task, a crowdsourcing system, enlists a “crowd” of
human workers to help solve a defined problem [27]. Currently the best known
crowdsourcing system is Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)1. For this reason, the
crowdsourcing terminology of AMT is generally adopted in this paper.
In operation someone wishing to undertake a task defines the operations
needed to complete it, and then divides them into multiple micro-tasks which
when combined solve the problem at hand. The activity is then made available
as a set of micro-tasks on a crowdsourcing system. Human workers are then
recruited to undertake the micro-tasks for which they typically receive a payment
for each completed task.
To operate successfully, a crowdsourcing system must address the following
four issues [5]:
– How to recruit and retain workers?
– What contributions can the workers make?
– How to combine worker contributions to solve the target problems?
– How to evaluate workers and their contributions?
There are various forms of collaborative activities not all of which qualify as
crowdsourcing. Collaborations between workers in crowdsourcing environments
can be explicit or implicit. For example, in the development of Wikipedia or
Linux, the crowdsourcing system enlists a crowd of workers to explicitly collabo-
rate to build a long lasting artefact of use to a larger community [5]. By contrast,
1 https://www.mturk.com/
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while playing a game [37][36]. Similarly, workers using AMT collaborate implic-
itly, e.g. workers enlisted to find a missing boat in thousands of satellite images,
where each worker inspects an individual image [5]. However, not all human-
centric systems address these challenges, and such systems do not fall within the
scope of crowdsourcing. For example, crowd management at a sports event does
not look to recruit more members of the crowd, if anything in this case it would
be preferable for members of the crowd to leave [5].
The availability of online crowdsourcing services such as AMT, is now making
human computation resources available to various research communities. Among
these communities there is currently significant interest in exploring the use of
these services to support research activities in information and data processing
technologies, and investigating how they might be used to open up new research
directions, which might be technically innovative or may previously have been
impractical using other means.
2.1 Creating and Managing a Crowdsourcing Activity
The basic process of creating a crowdsourcing activity is as follows. First, iden-
tify an activity which is amenable to being broken into small elemental tasks,
e.g. the need to label the presence or absence of a visual concept in many thou-
sands of images. Rather than give this elemental task to a specific individual,
e.g. an employee, a crowdsource requester outsources it to someone else via the
crowdsourcing system. The crowdsourcing system makes the tasks available to
an ad hoc group of workers (who might be considered “employees” since they
usually receive payment for their work) recruited via a call for participation. The
workers bid for the offered work, the requester has the choice of which workers
to accept to undertake the offered task. The decision of whether to accept an
offer of work can be complex taking account of a number of factors; this issue
is examined in more detail in Section 3. Once a worker has been accepted, they
carry out the agreed work, the requester can then check the quality of the work;
depending on the nature of the task, this checking process may itself be complex
or non-exhaustive. Once the quality of the work has been checked, the requester
then has the option to accept the work and make payment to the worker, or
to reject it, in which case payment is not made. The decision as to whether to
accept the work may not be straightforward, and is also discussed further below.
2.2 Why use Crowdsourcing?
Many areas of work involve a need to complete a large number of repetitious small
tasks with high short term peak loads. In many cases these tasks do not involve
specialist skills, with the key requirement being that the person undertaking
them should be conscientious and seek to do the job to the best of their ability.
Crowdsourcing is often ideal for this type of situation since it provides rapid
access to a very flexible and cheap workforce enabling fast completion of tasks
4at short notice without the need for the development of a long term employment
infrastructure.
Established crowdsourcing platforms such as MTurk provide a framework
which enables new tasks to be developed very rapidly using a standard set of
interface components, and to be made available to workers straightaway with
a well defined mechanism for making payments. This enables early stage ex-
perimentation to develop a crowdsource task for completion. For example, to
develop a task for assessment of document relevance to some user information
need. The initial version of the task can then be deployed on the crowdsource
platform in a pilot study. The outputs of the workers attempts to complete this
pilot task can then be examined, any problems or unexpected responses noted,
the structure or content of the task iterated, and the task run again until the
workers complete the task as required, at which point the full set of tasks can
be offered for completion.
2.3 Who are the workers?
A question that arises in respect of offering crowdsource tasks on an online
platform such as MTurk where anyone can register as a potential worker and
bid for work is, who are these workers? Surveys have found that initially they
were frequently based in the USA, often based in the home for family reasons,
and who probably undertook the work for the sake of interest, rather than for
the financial reward. However, workers are increasingly diverse and international,
where some of them are much more motivated by the available financial rewards.
For example students based in countries with emerging economies [25][30].
3 High Level Issues in Crowdsourcing
Effective use of crowdsourcing requires a number of high level issues to be ad-
dressed. Assuming that an activity amenable to crowdsourcing has been selected,
and broken down into elemental tasks, then the requester of the work needs to
consider the following points: the level of payment or other incentives for the
work, the design of the interface and interaction design of the task, and the
choice of crowdsourcing platform.
In addition to these very practical issues, the requester also needs to give
careful consideration to management of human factors relating to workers, in-
cluding: recruitment of workers, retention of good workers, quality control of the
work, trust in and reliability of workers, and detection of poor quality work [35].
The remainder of this section examines each of these issues in more detail.
3.1 Recruitment
As outlined earlier, once they are happy with the design of their task, the re-
quester makes their task available to the registered workers on their selected
crowdsourcing platform. Workers are able to search a list of currently available
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available tasks typically makes the registered identify of the requester available
to the worker, as well as summary details of their history as a requester in terms
of completed tasks, payment record to workers, etc. The requester is similarly
shown summary details of a worker requesting their task, in terms of amount of
successfully completed previous tasks, etc. Workers are thus able to determine
whether a potential “employer” treats their workers fairly, and employers can
see whether their potential employees are reliable high quality workers. Thus,
requesters and workers with established strong reputations are likely to be suc-
cessful in the recruitment process: the requester gets the worker they want, and
the worker gets chosen for the task they want A reputable requester can often
have their pick from among reputable workers applying for their tasks.
Further to their general history of successful completion of tasks, other prac-
tical issues relating to the workers suitability for a specific task may need to be
addressed in the recruitment process, e.g. for a language translation task, the
worker must have the requisite level ability as a translator between the required
languages. In order to ensure the workers skill level, the requester can set a
qualifying test before agreeing to let the worker take the task, e.g. to translate
and check some sample text. On other occasions, the quality of previous tasks
completed can be taken as sufficient proof of the worker’s skills.
3.2 Reputation
As indicated in the previous section, workers and requesters can make selections
based on each others reputations. Reputations within a crowdsourcing system
are based on previous task activities which are made available at the selection
stage. A worker’s reputation can act as an incentive for a requestor to accept
their offer to undertake a task, and to trust the likely quality of their work. A
requester can also select a worker based on their own previous experience of the
worker.
In terms of the requestor’s reputation, as indicated above, the requester has
the option of approving completed work or not, if they don’t approve the work,
they don’t pay the worker. They may also have the option of paying a bonus
to individual workers for completing work of exceptional quality or above some
agreed standard as part of the task specification. The requester can approve the
work, pay for it, and then not use, e.g. if it is clear that the worker expended
reasonable effort in attempting to complete the task, but that the output is just
not useable for some reason. The requester’s fairness in recognising the genuine
effort of workers can have a long term effect on their success in recruiting for
subsequent tasks. By contrast if they are perceived to reject large amounts of
work, with or without good reason, then they can damage their reputation with
workers, and workers may not request to take their tasks. This can create a
dilemma for requesters, if they accept poor quality work then they can waste
money, but if they set their standards too high, they may fail to attract enough
workers to complete the full set of tasks required for their overall objective. One
consequence of this situation is that it creates an incentive for requesters to
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qualified workers, but still enables them to fulfill their overall objectives.
Overall, the reputation of both requesters and workers can be important for
the success of a crowdsourcing ecosystem. A requester with a reputation for post-
ing well structured and clearly described tasks, with fair and prompt payments
is likely to prove popular with regular workers. A worker who undertakes tasks
in a professional manner is likely to prove popular with requesters.
3.3 Payment and Incentives
As already stated workers generally undertake tasks for micro-payments - very
small payments for completion of individual tasks. Workers may volunteer for an
available task because it looks interesting, but often they will do so because it
looks a good way to earn some money [30]. For the requester, offering a suitable
level of payment is a trade-off between:
– Underpayment, for either or both of worker’s time or expertise.
– Overpayment, which may attract workers keen to earn money without un-
dertaking the task properly.
– Sufficient payment to motivate the worker to complete the task conscien-
tiously, with the possibility of offering bonus payments for excellent work.
Thus the requester needs to offer sufficient payment to attract enough suitably
qualified workers, to motivate them to complete the task well, but not to make
the task too attractive to undesirable workers who just want to make money
without completing the work properly [35]. The relationship between incentives
and quantity and quality of work is often complex. For example, if has been found
that paying for completion of a complete instance of a task overall leads to more
work being carried out than incremental payment for sub-tasks, and that greater
payment may increase quantity, but not quality of work [21]. Further interesting
work on this subject is described in [10].
This problem of workers volunteering for tasks with no intention to complete
them properly, is a major concern in crowdsourcing, since not only does the work
not get done properly or perhaps not at all, but depending on the nature of the
task, it may be difficult for the requester to check this, and the requester wastes
their money.
3.4 Detecting Poor Quality Work
As noted above, it is important that workers are actually capable of successfully
completing their assigned task. While not all tasks require specific expertise or
skills, it is important that the worker should undertake the task to the best of
their ability. Workers may sign up for a task to earn money (and even pass a
qualifying test if required), and then attempt to get paid without completing
the task properly. Detecting so called “spam” work is an important issue in
quality control. While some tasks require all work to be checked, for some other
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relevance assessments made in the development of an information retrieval test
collection, even if it is practical to check the indicated relevant documents, it is
not possible, without repeating the task, to check the reliability of the relevance
judgements of all documents marked as non relevant.
One method to combat the problem of dishonest work is for requesters to set
up “honey pots” with known answers. The worker completes these as part of their
work, but unbeknownst to them, the requester knows the answer to the honey
pot questions and can easily check for faked or poor quality work. The requester
can then refuse to pay for the work, and bar the worker from undertaking further
work for them. The worker’s reputation within the crowdsourcing system will
also fall since their work has been rejected, making it more difficult for them
to get work with other requesters. This is another reason why workers are less
likely to request tasks from requesters with a poor payment record, since it affects
the worker’s overall rating in the crowdsourcing ecosystems, making them less
attractive to other requesters. Thus, not only do workers not want to works for
requesters who don’t pay them if their work is not perfect, they also do not
want to work for them because it can make it more difficult to get other work in
the future. Honey pots can be used initially in a worker selection phase prior to
fully engaging the worker to filter obvious cheating workers, but also continue
to be used once the worker has been selected with the honey pots randomly
distributed in with the main task assignments. This topic is examined in more
detail in [38], and techniques for managing crowdsource workers and data quality
are proposed in other studies including [38][34][28].
4 Crowdsourcing in Language and Multimedia
Technology Research
A growing number of examples of the use of crowdsourcing methods have ap-
peared in language and multimedia technology research in recent years. This
section briefly reviews some of the most notable examples.
4.1 Language Technology Research
One of the most important early studies examining crowdscourcing in language
technology research is described in [33], which demonstrated that non-expert
workers can produce work of a similar quality to expert workers for natural
language annotation tasks. Callison-Burch and Dredze [4] surveys contributions
to the NAACL-2010 workshop on creating Speech and Language Data with
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, and highlights important factors which should be
taken into account when designing effective crowdsourcing tasks.
A survey of research using crowdsourcing for speech research related tasks
is contained in [26]. In more detailed studies of individual activities, the use of
crowd workers to transcribe speech is explored in [20], while [7] examines the
more challenging task of transcribing non-native read speech and spontaneous
8speech. Further work on non-expert transcription is described in [23]. Focus-
ing more on speed rather than accuracy, a method for real-time captioning of
speech is described in [17]. The related task of collecting spoken resources using
crowdsourcing methods is explored in [14].
The PodCastle system explores use of crowd-based correction of transcription
errors and the use of these corrections to improve system training [8][24]. A
more complex crowd-based retraining approach for a spoken language system is
described in [22].
In information retrieval, relevance assessment for queries is a time consuming
and human resource expensive activity which involves manual judgement of the
relevance of a, potentially very large, number of documents to a user informa-
tion need expressed in some form of search query. The nature of the relevance
assessment tasks make crowdsourcing an attractive option to undertake human
assessment of document relevance. This has been explored in a number of stud-
ies including [1]. The very large number of document viewed for short periods
by crowdsource workers means that it is not possible to manually check all the
assigned relevance labels, which means that issues of worker behaviour including
motivation and reward are important, as for example examined in [9].
Crowdsourcing has also been studied in the context of evaluation of machine
translation in [3], which showed a similar level of performance to gold standard
judgements of translation quality. The training of statistical machine translation
systems is reliant on the availability of parallel or at least comparable corpora in
the languages for which the translation system is to be developed. The amount of
such content suitable for the training of a statistical machine translation system
is thus an important issue. This can present a significant problem for language
pairs for which sufficient amounts of naturally occurring training data are not
available. The use of crowdsourcing for the development of machine translation
training data is presented in [13]. Another exploration of this topic incorporat-
ing an active learning method is described in [2]. Even when well trained, the
output of machine translation systems is not ideal. In some applications manual
correction of machine translation output forms part of a practical workflow. The
use of crowdsourcing in correction of machine translation output is investigated
in [18].
Another important area of language technology research is summarization.
An investigation into use of crowdscouring in summarization research is reported
in [19], which concludes that while crowdsourcing was not effective for generating
gold standard summaries for use in research, it is suggested that it is useful for
studying patterns of human behaviour when creating summaries.
4.2 Multimedia Technology Research
In the area of multimedia research one of the consistently expensive activities
is manual labelling of training and test data. Labelling of images using a game-
based approach was explored in [37][36]. Further work in image annotation is
reported in [35] and [28].
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careless or deliberately do not attempt to do the work properly, or if correct
labelling is simply difficult, for example, if the image is unclear or assignment of
the label uncertain for some other reason. Methods to improve label quality are
proposed in [31][11][29].
The use of crowdsourcing to improve, extend and share automatically de-
tected concepts in video fragments is examined in [32]. A crowdsourced human
validation of image search results is described in [41]. Exploring the area of sum-
marization in video access, [40] describes a method for rapid generation of video
summaries incorporating the viewer’s preference.
In the emerging area of affect in multimedia, [34] describes a novel method of
affective annotation of video using crowdsourcing. An initial investigation into
the topic of crowdsourcing for user studies is reported in [12].
Beyond these subjects. other interesting topics to which crowdsourcing is
being applied include social data analysis [39].
5 Crowdsourcing Platforms
Although Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) is generally the most popular crowd-
sourcing platform, a number of others are available which offer crowdsourcing
functionality; these include: Crowdflower2, CloudCrowd3, DoMyStuff4, Click-
worker5, Smartsheet6, uTest7, Elance8, oDesk9, and Freelancer 10. Many of these
are more concerned with flexible commercial recruitment services which appear
less useful for scientific research. At present, the main alternative to AMT for
the type of research examined in this paper is CrowdFlower.
A good way to get started with crowdsourcing is sign up as a worker on one
of the these platforms and do some tasks, and to understand the practical issues
which arise by monitoring discussion forums.
While other services are available, the remainder of this paper focuses on the
use of AMT, however the principles are general and can be applied to any similar
crowdsourcing platform. AMT has been online since 2005 with an on-demand,
scalable, and real-time workforce. It can be accessed via a “dashboard” GUI or
using a programmers’ API. A requestor wanting to recruit workers to undertake
a task creates a Human Intelligence Task (HIT), which is a web form composed
of a number of instructions. AMT HITs are undertaken by workers referred to
for AMT as “turkers.” The requestor specifies the reward which is available for
completing the HIT.
2 http://crowdflower.com/
3 http://www.cloudcrowd.com/
4 http://www.domystuff.com/
5 http://www.clickworker.com/en/
6 http://www.smartsheet.com/
7 http://www.utest.com/
8 https://www.elance.com/
9 https://www.odesk.com/
10 http://www.freelancer.com/
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6 Implementation of an AMT HIT
This section outlines a suggested procedure for the development and usage of an
effective AMT HIT. This is based partially on principles of user-centered design
for interaction systems and practical experience working with AMT HITs.
When building a completely new HIT, it can be useful to build a mock up
which could be as simple as a list of the instructions to be completed by the
worker, and test it locally with your research team. Feedback from these tests
can then be incorporated to refine the task. Subsequently a limited test run
can be implemented on AMT with a very small dataset. Key questions to be
considered include:
– What is the time for completion of the HIT? If replicated by other workers,
how long would it take to complete the overall task with a set of HITs?
– Do people understand the task?
– Consider needs for quality control:
• Is a qualification test needed?
• Adjust qualification passing grade and/or acceptable approval rate of
workers if necessary.
– Check suitability or correctness of the output.
– Look for spammers.
• Are gold answers (honey pots) needed to catch spam workers?
– Look at comments from workers: are they happy / unhappy?, would they
work for you again?, is the HIT too easy / too hard?
– Is the payment rate for work - too high / too low? Do people sign up or
not? Do they complain after doing the task that the payment is too small?
Is there evidence of poor workers attracted by apparently high payment for
the work?
– Address feedback, e.g. poor guidelines, payments, passing grade, etc. - email
exchange. Everything counts! The HIT is only as good as the weakest part!
– Run another experiment with new settings and the same data to make sure
that everything is now working as expected, it not, iterate again.
– If all is in order, launch a full batch of the HIT.
There are many tasks active on AMT with corresponding HITs on offer
at any point. If you want to attract the best workers, you need to grab their
attention! Make the HIT look attractive in some way, make it sound interesting,
but be honest, workers accepting and completing HITs which are not accurately
represented in the description are prone to post complaints, which may affect
your ability as a requester to attract more workers in the future.
Split a large crowdsourcing activity into batches of HITs; only have one batch
in the system at a time. There are only a limited number of workers available at
any time, having multiple batches of the same HIT available in parallel is unlikely
to complete the overall activity any faster since it will divide the available effort.
Also, running batches of HITs sequentially means that you can review feedback
from batch n before running batch n+1, allowing you to make small adjustments
to the HIT if needed.
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Fig. 1. AMT Requester Entry Point.
7 Crowdsourcing Example
This section describes the development and use of an AMT HIT for collection
of a query set for the MediaEval 2011 Rich Speech Retrieval (RSR) task [15].
RSR was offered as a benchmark task as part of the MediaEval multimedia
evaluation benchmark11. Registered task participants were required to try to
identify a single video known to be relevant to a searcher’s information need in a
known-item search task, and to locate the optimal point to start playback within
the video, referred to as a jump-in point. This task models a user trying to re-
find a previously viewed segment of video. The RSR task wished to explore five
different functions of speech, represented as illocutionary speech acts: ‘apology’,
’definition’, ’opinion’, ’promise’ and ’warning’. The document set consisted of
1974 episodes (247 dev, 1727 test) 350 hours of semi-professional video harvested
from blip.tv [16], available for download under a creative commons licence.
An AMT HIT was used to develop the RSR test collection by locating a
number of interesting jump-in points in the video collection, describing them
and forming a search topic statement for each one. The evaluation task was then
to use the topic statement to try to locate the jump-in point. This section gives
more details of the task and the AMT HIT used to develop the test collection.
7.1 Setting up an AMT HIT
The first step is for the requester to enter the AMT system, as shown in Figure
1. Once in the system, the requester selects a category of task which they wish
to undertake, see Figure 2.
11 http://www.multimediaeval.org
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Fig. 2. AMT Options for Design of a HIT.
An AMT HIT is constructed on an HTML form. Several options are available
to the requester to develop their HIT:
– Use one of the templates provided within AMT.
– Download one of the templates from AMT, edit it and upload the edited
HIT to AMT.
– Write their own, and upload it to AMT.
– Select an existing template that they uploaded previously.
Figure 3 shows the HITs designs available to the requester.
The MediaEval 2011 RSR HIT was written from scratch and uploaded to
AMT. Once uploaded the requester can preview the HIT as it will be seen by
the worker, see Figure 4. When the requester is satisfied with the HIT, they
can publish it to make it available to the workers, see Figure 5. Note that for
AMT, the requester must have sufficient credit registered in the system to pay
for completion of the batch before it can be made available to workers.
Once a HIT has been selected and made available to workers, the requester
can monitor the progress of the current batch of the instance of the HIT. Figure
6 shows the percentage of the requested task completed so far by the workers.
This also shows the average time to complete a HIT and the average rate of
pay for the work. This information is useful to the requester in assessing the
effectiveness of the HIT and to potential workers to decide whether to apply for
the HIT.
Completion of the overall RSR query construction task required multiple
workers to complete the HIT by viewing different video files. Operation of the
HIT required input variables to to specify the video to be viewed in this instance
of the HIT. The variables gave details of the path to the server where the video
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Fig. 3. AMT List of available HIT designs.
to be viewed in the HIT was stored. The code also specified the video player to
be used and the video to be played.
A set of HITs to be completed in a single batch are defined in a csv file
uploaded by the requester. The values of the variables (the names of the videos
in this case) are specified in the file. The csv file to be used in this batch of
the HIT is selected using the interface shown in Figure 9. During execution of
the batch AMT keeps track of which HITs have been completed. Workers are
assigned HITs until either the batch has been completed, or the requester stops
execution of further HITs in this batch.
7.2 Details of the MediaEval 2011 RSR HIT
This section gives details of the MediaEval 2011 RSR HIT. The version of the
HIT shown here was used for collection of the experimental dataset, and was
developed iteratively using batch trial runs. The development and use of the
HIT had a research element to it. The examples of crowdsourcing in language
and multimedia technology research outlined earlier are generally simple tasks
where workers are asked to objectively label linguistic or visual content. By con-
trast, the RSR HIT was exploring the behaviour and effectiveness of untrained
crowdsource workers in a creative process, in this case the generation of the
search queries to look for the known-item. The ability of carry out research ac-
tivities requiring creative input potentially greatly increases the scope for use of
crowdsourcing in research.
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MediaEval 2011 RSR HIT
Find interesting things people say in videos.
Imagine that you are watching videos on YouTube, when you come across some-
thing interesting you might want to share it on Facebook, Twitter or your
favourite social network.
Now please watch this video and search for an interesting video segment that
you would like to share with others because it is:
an apology, full example
a definition, full example
an opinion, full example
a promise, full example
a warning, full example
(you can move your mouse over the words for text-only examples and click for
full example with video)
The selected segment should be around 10-30 seconds long. Don’t be alarmed if
the video doesn’t start at the beginning (and also don’t scroll back).
When you are finished with answering the questions, don’t forget to click the
”Submit” button at the bottom of the page. Thank you very much for your help!
1) What kind of segment is the video part that you selected?
- an apology
- a definition
- an opinion
- a promise
- a warning
- I can’t find anything like this in this video
2) We can improve our task by excluding this video. Only if you chose ”I can’t
find anything like this in this video”, please give us a reason why and tell us if
you think other people will have the same problem (one or two sentences, please
be as neutral as possible in your description), and you should skip the follow-up
questions.
3) For your selected segment (in 1) above, what is the start time (please specify
exactly in minutes and seconds)? Please pay attention to the time shown in the
left corner of the bottom line of the video player.
Minute
Second
4) For your selected segment (in 1) above, what is the end time (please specify
exactly in minutes and seconds)? Please pay attention to the time shown in the
left corner of the bottom line of the video player.
Minute
Second
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5) What was said during your selected segment? Please write down the exact
words the speaker is saying (please transcribe precisely). If you are not sure what
the exact word was, please write down what your think the word was and mark
it with a star (for example, ’French president *Sarkosie was saying ...’ if you are
not sure how to spell the name ’Sarkozy’ properly)
6) When sharing this particular part of the video (your selected segment) on a
social network, what comment would you add to the video to make sure that
your friends have an idea what the video segment is about?
Please do not use informal internet language (such as ’4 u’ instead of ’for you’).
Be as objective as possible when describing the video segment and do not express
your personal opinion/attitude, either positive or negative.
7) Imagine you would like to search for similar video segments using a search
engine (such as Google, Bing, Yahoo) what would you put in the search box?
We understand that this work requires a lot of your time and concentration, so
we would like to bonus the high-quality of your results.
Please tell us your opinion about the size of bonus you deserve. Choose and
justify your choice. Please keep in mind that we are carrying out non-profit
university research (we can afford a maximum of 21 cents bonus, but only for
really excellent responses).
When making our decision on your bonus level we create a compromise between
our budget and your request.
0 cents
7 cents
11 cents
21 cents
7.3 Details of Completed HITs
The requester can view a summary of the workers who have selected and com-
pleted the HIT and their activities, shown in Figure 8. A more detailed version
can be downloaded in a csv file.
The requester can review the HIT exactly as seen by the worker, the next
slide, shown Figure 9. In the case of the RSR HIT, this means that the requester
can see the specific video viewed by the worker. This enables the requester to
check and confirm the details of the work delivered.
When deciding whether to select a HIT, a worker can view the currently
available HITs, shown in Figure 10. This shows:
– a brief summary of the HIT,
– whether there is a qualification requirement,
– the time allotted for completing it,
– the available reward for the HIT,
– no of HITs available for the batch,
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– and for partially completed batches, the payment per hour made to workers
so far.
Requesters may also provide potential workers with a sample HIT so that they
know what they will need to do.
7.4 Notes on the MediaEval 2011 RSR HIT
There was no qualification requirement for the HIT. However, workers had to
have a 90% acceptance rate by requesters for their previous work. A small scale
initial run received negative feedback because the reward payment was judged to
be too low for the work required. Increasing the reward for a subsequent batch
of HITs fixed this problem. Also, indicating that the work was being carried out
for a non profit organisation (a university) meant that workers were more willing
to accept the level of payment on offer.
Workers were allowed to select their own bonus from several available to
reflect the quality of their work. Workers were generally found to be honest and
good judges of the bonus their work deserved, interestingly many did not request
the maximum available bonus payment.
Some problems were encountered due to the need to play an external video.
these included:
– issues with the worker’s browser.
– issues with their equipment, e.g. audio playback.
– issues with bandwidth required to play the video.
Workers were allowed to indicate if they were unable to find one of the target
speech acts in the video they were given: In which case they did not need to
complete the HIT form. Subsequent checking showed that they were generally
correct in their judgement. However, some spamming of the HIT was found. In
these cases workers were clearly not attempting to complete the HIT properly,
and they were not paid in these cases. In some cases workers had completed the
HIT, but their work was not found to be useable in the RSR task. In these cases,
since they had clearly honestly attempted to complete the task, payment was
made. Overall the use of this HIT for development of the MediaEval 2011 RSR
was found to be successful, with a general conclusion being that AMT workers
are able to untake carefully designed creative tasks. A mode detailed description
of the design of the MediaEval 2011 RSR test collection is contained in [6].
8 Resources Available to Support Use of Crowdsourcing
A large number of resources are available from the Crowdsourcing News, Events,
and Resources website maintained by Matt Lease at: http://ir.ischool.utexas.
edu/crowd. This includes slides from conference and workshop tutorials and
keynotes, lists of recommended readings, etc. The CrowdScope wiki providing
links useful links to crowdsourcing resources is available at http://crowdscope.
org/.
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Fig. 8. Requester Results.
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